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ABSTRACT
Dark matter halo merger trees are now routinely extracted from cosmological simulations
of structure formation. These trees are frequently used as inputs to semi-analytic models
of galaxy formation to provide the backbone within which galaxy formation takes place.
By necessity, these merger trees are constructed from a finite set of discrete ‘snapshots’ of
the N-body simulation and so have a limited temporal resolution. To date, there has been
little consideration of how this temporal resolution affects the properties of galaxies formed
within these trees. In particular, the question of how many snapshots are needed to achieve
convergence in galaxy properties has not be answered. Therefore, we study the convergence
in the stellar and total baryonic masses of galaxies, distribution of merger times, stellar mass
functions and star formation rates in the GALACTICUS model of galaxy formation as a function of
the number of ‘snapshot’ times used to represent dark matter halo merger trees. When utilizing
snapshots between z = 20 and 0, we find that at least 128 snapshots are required to achieve
convergence to within 5 per cent for galaxy masses, while 64 snapshots give convergence only
to within 10 per cent for high-mass haloes. This convergence is obtained for mean quantities
averaged over large samples of galaxies – significant variance for individual galaxies remains
even when using very large numbers of snapshots. We find only weak dependence of the rate
of convergence on the distribution of snapshots in time – snapshots spaced uniformly in the
expansion factor, uniformly in the logarithm of expansion factor or uniformly in the logarithm
of critical overdensity for collapse work equally well in almost all cases. We provide input
parameters to GALACTICUS which allow this type of convergence study to be tuned to other
simulations and to be carried out for other galaxy properties.
Key words: methods: numerical – galaxies: formation – galaxies: general – cosmology:
theory – dark matter.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Simulations of the cosmological evolution of large-scale structure
and individual galaxies in cold dark matter cosmogonies (Springel
et al. 2005, 2008; Kuhlen et al. 2008; Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2009;
Klypin, Trujillo-Gomez & Primack 2011; Prada et al. 2011) are an
invaluable tool in studying the formation and evolution of galaxies.
With the high resolutions and large volumes attained by modern
simulations, a particularly useful approach is to extract informa-
tion on individual dark matter haloes and how those haloes merge
during the process of hierarchical structure formation. It is within
these merging hierarchies of dark matter haloes that galaxies form.
E-mail: abenson@caltech.edu
Typically, this information on hierarchical growth is encoded as a
‘merger tree’ represented by a set of ‘nodes’ (each corresponding to
a dark matter halo at one point in its evolution) and ‘branches’ con-
necting those nodes which link descendant haloes to their progeni-
tors (i.e. haloes which will merge together to form the descendant).
While these merger trees have many applications, a very common
use is an input to models which aim to solve the physics of galaxy
formation within the merging hierarchy of dark matter – in partic-
ular the class known as ‘semi-analytic models’ (Cole et al. 2000;
Hatton et al. 2003; Croton et al. 2006; De Lucia & Blaizot 2007;
Monaco, Fontanot & Taffoni 2007; Somerville et al. 2008).
Due to the way N-body simulations are analysed and their data
stored, merger trees are usually constructed from a set of ‘snap-
shots’ – outputs of all of the particle data at a set of N times, ti,
where i = 1 to N. Since N is finite (and often limited by available
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storage and processing power), this means that each merger tree is
a temporally sparse representation of some underlying true merger
tree which may have structure on shorter time-scales. Such structure
is lost in the sparse representation. The question of how this loss
of information affects the properties of galaxies produced by mod-
els utilizing sparse merger trees has been touched upon before, but
never carefully studied. For example, Helly et al. (2003), utilizing
merger trees with 44 snapshots (spaced uniformly in the logarithm
of expansion factor) from z = 0 to 20, compared their results to those
obtained from their standard GALFORM model based on merger trees
constructed from Press–Schechter techniques using a significantly
larger number of snapshots and noted that ‘...we find that if we de-
grade the time resolution of the standard GALFORM model to match
that of our N-body model the properties of the galaxy populations
predicted change very little.’ However, this statement refers only
to statistical properties of the entire galaxy population rather than
to individual galaxies and, in any case, no details were given. Hat-
ton et al. (2003) utilized merger trees with around 70 snapshots
between z = 0 and 10. They repeated their calculations using only
every second snapshot and found that this leads to a 20 per cent
scatter in cold gas content in galaxies and a 40 per cent scatter in
the mass of hot gas associated with each galaxy. They concluded
that this was not a significant problem, but this is arguably a sig-
nificant discrepancy given the accuracy of modern observational
data sets. Croton et al. (2006) describe a galaxy formation model
utilizing merger trees extracted from the Millennium Simulation
with 60 snapshots between z = 0 and 20 but do not discuss if this
number is sufficient to achieve converged results. Somerville et al.
(2008) present a model based on merger trees constructed using
an extended Press–Schechter algorithm and note that they find no
significant changes if they instead implement their model in merger
trees extracted from N-body simulations, but do not provide further
details.
Importantly, none of these studies was able to address the issue of
how fast galaxy properties converge as the number of snapshots is
increased, or what is the optimal distribution of snapshots in time.
Additionally, in all of the galaxy formation models employed, at
least some of the baryonic physics (e.g. the rate of gas cooling) is
solved using time-steps tied to the snapshot spacing – this is non-
optimal as it is in principle possible to obtain better convergence
by solving the baryonic physics on a much shorter time-scale (and
interpolating the dark matter halo properties as necessary).
In this work, we address these issues by utilizing the GALACTICUS
semi-analytic galaxy formation code (Benson 2012). This code has
two key features which make it ideally suited to this problem. The
first is its ability to construct merger trees using a modified extended
Press–Schechter formalism (Parkinson, Cole & Helly 2008) which
both agree with the statistics of merger trees extracted from N-body
simulations and which can be built without reference to any fixed
grid of snapshot times, thereby achieving arbitrarily high temporal
resolution. As we will describe below, GALACTICUS is able to post-
process these trees to construct sparse representations in the same
manner as trees extracted from an N-body simulation. The second
key feature of GALACTICUS is that all baryonic physics is solved
using adaptive time-steps which are adjusted to keep a specified
tolerance in the quantities being computed. As such, the number and
distribution of snapshots in the merger trees affects the results from
GALACTICUS only due to the inevitable information loss resulting
from the sparse representation. We exploit these features to explore
convergence of basic galaxy properties as a function of the number
of snapshots available and the distribution of those snapshots in
time.
We will avoid attempting to uncover the underlying causes (both
algorithmic and physical) of non-convergence in our study. While
these are interesting in principle, identifying the causes would re-
quire an in-depth study of individual physical processes and algo-
rithms in the model which is beyond the scope, conceptually and
computationally, of the present work. Our goal is to demonstrate
that convergence can be achieved and to determine how many snap-
shots are required. Once convergence is achieved, the reasons for
non-convergence with smaller numbers of snapshots become less
important.
The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2,
we describe the process by which we construct merger trees and
alter their temporal resolution. In Section 3, we present results from
our convergence study, and in Section 4 we give our conclusions.
2 M E T H O D
We build merger trees using GALACTICUS’s modified extended Press–
Schechter algorithm1 (Parkinson et al. 2008; Benson 2012). This
algorithm makes no reference to any fixed time-steps, but in-
stead steps along each branch of the tree using a step that is
controlled by three parameters. The first parameter, called 1
by Parkinson et al. (2008) and corresponding to the input pa-
rameter [modifiedPressSchechterFirstOrderAccuracy] in
GALACTICUS, ensures that the merger rate equation derived by Parkin-
son et al. (2008) is first-order accurate. The second parameter,
called 2 by Parkinson et al. (2008) and corresponding to the input
parameter [mergerTreeBuildCole2000MergeProbability] in
GALACTICUS, limits the probability that an above-resolution bi-
nary split occurs during the step. The final parameter, which
we will label 3 and which corresponds to the input parameter
[mergerTreeBuildCole2000AccretionLimit] in GALACTICUS,
limits the maximum fractional amount of smooth accretion (i.e.
subresolution merging) over the step.2 We typically set the values
of these parameter to 0.1 [as do Parkinson et al. (2008) for 1 and
2] but have checked that reducing them by an order of magnitude
does not affect the galaxy properties that result when using these
trees (see Section 2.1).
Having built trees, we use the GALACTICUS task
mergerTreeRegridTimes to force the trees on to a pre-
specified time grid – a process that we will refer to as ‘regridding’.
This process works as follows. We begin by defining a set of times,
ti, with i = 1 to N, which would correspond to the snapshots of
an N-body simulation. Given a merger tree, we walk along each
branch and look for branches (i.e. connections between nodes)
which span one or more of these times. When such a branch is
found, we interpolate the mass of the halo along the branch if this
is a primary progenitor (otherwise, we keep the mass of the halo
fixed along the branch) to each intersected time and create a new
node at that time with the interpolated mass.3 Having done this
1 Full details can be found in the GALACTICUS manual available online at
http://www.ctcp.caltech.edu/galacticus/Galacticus_v0.9.0.pdf.
2 Parkinson et al. (2008) do not include this constraint when setting time-
steps during tree building. We include it to ensure that the mass versus time
relation is sufficiently well resolved along each branch in the regime of
smooth accretion.
3 When constructing trees using a modified extended Press–Schechter algo-
rithm, the primary progenitor is identified as the most massive progenitor at
each bifurcation of the merger tree. When solving galaxy formation physics,
GALACTICUS performs the same interpolation of halo mass along each branch
to provide a smooth evolution. Thus, this interpolation of the merger trees
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Figure 1. An example of a merger tree interpolated on to a fixed grid of time-steps. Circles represent nodes (haloes) in the merger tree, with radius proportional
to the logarithm of halo mass. Logarithmic time runs down the page, with z = 0 at the bottom of the figure. Open symbols and dotted lines represent nodes
in the original tree and their connecting branches, while filled symbols and solid lines show nodes in the regridded tree and their connecting branches. The
left-hand view shows the full tree, while the right-hand view shows a zoom in to the final five snapshot times in the same tree. In the zoomed view, nodes in
the original tree which have two progenitors (i.e. are the result of a merger) are indicated by a filled dot in the centre of the corresponding open circle.
for every branch of the tree, we then walk the tree again removing
all nodes which do not fall on one of the snapshot times. When
is consistent with the way in which galaxies and haloes are evolved in
GALACTICUS.
removing a node, we connect any children to the node’s parent.4 In
this way, we preserve the merging structure of the tree. Fig. 1 shows
4 By ‘children’ we mean direct progenitors of a halo existing at an earlier
time and by ‘parent’ we mean the halo into which the halo in question will
merge in the future.
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Figure 2. The snapshot times used in this work when beginning snapshots
at z = 20. Colours correspond to different snapshot distribution choices as
indicated in the figure. Larger points correspond to the snapshots used in
coarser regriddings.
a representation of a typical merger tree regridded in this way.
Circles represent nodes in the tree with lines showing the branches.
Circle size is proportional to the logarithm of halo mass and time
runs down the page on a logarithmic axis (such that the present day
is at the bottom of the figure). Open symbols show nodes in the
original merger tree, built without reference to any set of snapshot
times. Dotted lines show the branches in this tree. Filled circles
show interpolated nodes added to the tree at each snapshot time,
with solid lines indicating the branches in the resulting sparse
tree. Note that in the original tree, only binary mergers occur
by construction (indicated by filled dots in the centres of open
circles in the right-hand panel), while in the sparse tree, non-binary
mergers can occur.
We consider three different options for setting the snapshot times.
In each case, t1 corresponds to 1 + z = 20, while tN corresponds to
1 + z = 1. We then consider cases where snapshots are uniformly
spaced in expansion factor, a, are uniformly spaced in the loga-
rithm of expansion factor, ln (a), and are uniformly spaced in the
logarithm of the critical linear theory overdensity for collapse, ln δc,
as this is a natural time-scale for structure formation (see Benson,
Kamionkowski & Hassani 2005). Examples of the resulting distri-
bution of snapshot times are shown in Fig. 2. Note that the ‘uniform
in ln a’ and ‘uniform in ln δc’ distributions are quite similar due to
the fact that δc ∝ 1/a at high redshifts. In each case, we consider
N = 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256 to explore increasingly well-resolved
trees.
For each set of snapshot times, we use GALACTICUS to compute
the properties of galaxies forming in a large number of realizations
of merger trees spanning the mass range 1011–1014 M. In each
case, we also run a model in which no regridding of the merger
trees occurs – we will use this as our reference point corresponding
to N → ∞. For specificity, we adopt cosmological parameters
corresponding to the WMAP-7 data set (0 = 0.2725,  = 0.7275,
b = 0.0455, σ 8 = 0.807, H0 = 70.2, ns = 0.961, Neff = 4.34;
Komatsu et al. 2011), use the Eisenstein & Hu (1999) fitting formula
for the cold dark matter transfer function and a merger tree mass
resolution (i.e. the lowest mass halo which is tracked in the merger
tree) of 1.2 × 109 M. This specific mass resolution was chosen to
match that used in work currently in preparation, but corresponds to
a moderately well-resolved halo (i.e. a little over 100 particles) in
the recent Millennium-II Simulation (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2009).
We consider two sets of input parameters to the GALACTICUS model.
In the first, which we will refer to as the ‘full’ model, we employ
the full set of galaxy formation physics (see Benson 2012) with
parameters chosen to provide good fits (Benson, in preparation) to
the local galaxy stellar mass function (Li & White 2009), the local
galaxy H I mass function (Zwaan et al. 2005) and the star formation
history of the Universe (Hopkins 2004). For the second set of input
parameters, we consider a simplified model, which we refer to as
the ‘simple’ model, in which we switch off all feedback effects
due to supernovae and active galactic nuclei (and thereby prevent
any outflows of mass from galaxies) but leave all other parameters
unchanged.
2.1 Convergence in tree building and baryonic solver
To reliably test the convergence of galaxy properties with respect to
the temporal resolution of merger trees, we must first confirm that
the galaxy properties are converged with respect to other numerical
parameters in GALACTICUS. In particular, there are two separate issues
which must be considered. The first issue is the numerical accuracy
with which the Nstep → ∞ trees are built. The second issue is the
accuracy with which the ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
describing baryonic physics are solved.
Fig. 3 demonstrates the convergence of galaxy properties with
parameters controlling these aspects of GALACTICUS in Nstep = ∞
merger trees. We compare our standard calculation, computed with
1 = 2 = 3 = 0.1 (which control the accuracy of merger tree
construction) and rtol = atol = 0.01 (which control the tolerance
in the ODE solver used for evolving baryonic physics and which
correspond to input parameters [odeToleranceRelative] and
[odeToleranceAbsolute] in GALACTICUS) with calculations in
which these two sets of parameters are decreased by a factor of
10. For the simple model, the results are clearly extremely well
converged with respect to these parameters. For the full model, the
scatter on the mean values is larger than in the simple model. This
is not surprising as the additional physics of outflows included in
the full model leads to a greater dependence of baryonic properties
on details of the tree formation history. Nevertheless, given the size
of the error bars, the results are consistent with the trees and ODE
solver being converged with respect to these numerical parameters.
One possible marginal exception is the case of the baryonic mass5
of central galaxies at z = 1 in the full model – there are a few
points which deviate significantly, which could suggest that the
trees are not sufficiently accurate for this model at high-z. The
effect is marginal, but should be kept in mind when considering
convergence in properties of high-z galaxies in the full model.
3 R ESULTS
We now compare results obtained from Nstep = ∞ trees with those
from trees with finite Nstep and assess the degree of convergence as
a function of Nstep.
3.1 Individual galaxies
We begin by considering the evolution of individual galaxies cho-
sen to be the main progenitors of the central galaxy of each z = 0
5 Following the usual logic of semi-analytic models, the baryonic mass of
each galaxy is taken to be the mass of stars plus any mass in cold interstellar
medium gas. Hot gas (with a temperature approximately equal to the virial
temperature of the halo) and gas in cold flows is instead associated with the
halo and is not included in the mass of the galaxy as discussed here.
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Figure 3. Convergence of the mean total baryonic mass of galaxies as a function of halo mass with respect to other numerical parameters in GALACTICUS.
Panels in the left-hand column correspond to the simple model, while those in the right-hand column correspond to the full model. Rows correspond to central
galaxies at z = 0, all galaxies at z = 0 and central galaxies at z = 1 from top to bottom. In all cases, the earliest snapshot is at 1 + z = 20 and the final snapshot
at 1 + z = 1. Symbol colour corresponds to the parameter values used, while error bars indicate the error on the mean mass due to the finite number of merger
trees realized in each bin. Points in each mass bin are given small horizontal offsets for clarity. The parameters 1, 2 and 3 control the accuracy with which the
Nstep = ∞ trees are built. Reducing their values results in more accurate tree construction and clearly shows that the Nstep = ∞ trees are well converged with
respect to these parameters. The parameters rrol and atol (corresponding to input parameters [odeToleranceRelative] and [odeToleranceAbsolute] in
GALACTICUS) control the accuracy with which baryonic physics is solved in GALACTICUS. Again, reducing their values results in more accurate solutions and
shows that the results are sufficiently converged for this study.
halo. Fig. 4 shows the stellar and total baryonic masses as a func-
tion of time for two representative galaxies (corresponding to z =
0 haloes with masses in the range 1012–1013 M) from the simple
and full models. Line colours indicate the different values of Nstep
used. Considering the simple model first, it is clear that conver-
gence is reached quite rapidly – while the evolution for Nstep =
16 is significantly different from the Nstep = ∞ case, Nstep = 32
is sufficient to reproduce the evolution with reasonable accuracy
C© 2011 The Authors, MNRAS 419, 3590–3603
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Figure 4. The evolution of the stellar (dashed lines) and total baryonic (solid lines) mass in the main progenitor galaxy in representative merger trees are
shown from z ≈ 6 to 0. Colours indicate the number of snapshot times used in each calculation. The left-hand panel shows results for the simple model, while
the right-hand panel shows results for the full model.
and Nstep ≥ 128 results in a faithful recreation of the Nstep = ∞
result.
The full model shows a rather different behaviour. Convergence
is generally slower and, more importantly, there are cases where
even for Nstep = 256, the evolution can diverge substantially from
the Nstep = ∞ case. The reason for this is that the evolution of a
given galaxy can depend crucially on individual events. For exam-
ple, a change in the structure of the merger tree due to regridding
could cause a galaxy merger event to change from being considered
‘minor’ to being ‘major’. Given the rules adopted by semi-analytic
models, this can result in very different properties for the galaxy
emerging from the merger event and, therefore, to dramatically dif-
ferent evolution at later times. This can be seen clearly in the lower
right-hand panel of Fig. 4 in which the Nstep = 256 case diverges
from the other models very early and consequently differs by a fac-
tor of 3 in mass compared to the Nstep = ∞ case at z = 0, while
even the Nstep = 16 model gets very close to the evolution and final
mass of the Nstep = ∞ case.
Fortunately, semi-analytic models are not usually in the business
of predicting the properties of individual galaxies,6 but rather in
6 One exception to this is the study of Stringer et al. (2010) who fol-
low the formation of a galaxy in a merger tree extracted from an N-
body+hydrodynamical simulation and compare its properties and evolution
to the same galaxy found in the same individual merger tree in the simulation.
making statistical predictions for populations of galaxies. Diver-
gences due to temporal regridding such as are seen in Fig. 4 should
cancel to some extent when averaged over many galaxies. In the
following sections, we will assess how effective this averaging is
by considering the convergence of average properties of galaxies.
3.2 Statistical comparison
3.2.1 Stellar and baryonic masses
Fig. 5 shows results for the convergence in the average total (gaseous
plus stellar) mass of central galaxies in bins of dark matter halo mass
for both simplified and full models with snapshot spacings uniform
in a, ln a and ln δc. Symbol colours correspond to different numbers
of snapshots as indicated in each panel. In each case, we plot the
ratio of the mean mass of central galaxies to that found in the N →
∞ calculations. Error bars on the points are an estimate of the error
That study used 49 time-steps and found very good agreement between the
semi-analytic and simulated galaxy properties. Based on the results obtained
here, we would predict that for a significant fraction of trees, similar stud-
ies would find quite divergent results between the two techniques. Another
class of exception is in applying semi-analytic techniques to high-resolution
simulations of individual haloes, such as the Aquarius (Springel et al. 2008)
and Via Lactea (Kuhlen et al. 2008) simulations.
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Figure 5. Convergence with number of snapshots of the mean total baryonic mass in central galaxies at z = 0 as a function of halo mass. Panels in the left-hand
column correspond to the simple model, while those in the right-hand column correspond to the full model. Rows correspond to snapshots uniformly spaced
in a, ln (a) and ln (δc) from top to bottom. In all cases, the earliest snapshot is at 1 + z = 20 and the final snapshot at 1 + z = 1. Symbol colour corresponds to
the number of snapshots used, while error bars indicate the error on the mean mass due to the finite number of merger trees realized in each bin. Points in each
mass bin are given small horizontal offsets for clarity.
on the mean due to the finite number of merger trees realized in each
mass bin.7 For the simple models, it can be seen that in all cases
7 In general, this error is largest in the lower mass haloes – a consequence
of the greater dispersion in galaxy properties in these haloes. In massive
haloes, central galaxies form through multiple mergers which results in an
averaging that reduces the scatter in their properties, while when we consider
convergence is fastest for lower mass haloes, and gets progressively
worse for higher mass haloes. This could be due to the fact that
low-mass haloes are poorly resolved anyway (due to the finite mass
resolution imposed on the trees) and so regridding does not lose
all galaxies in the halo, the dispersion is reduced in massive haloes simply
because we average over many more galaxies.
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Figure 6. As Fig. 5 but for the stellar mass of central galaxies. Additionally, we show a second set of error bars (indicated by thinner lines) which show the
root variance (divided by a factor of 5 to keep the error bars smaller than the scale of the y-axis) in the distribution of galaxy stellar masses (as opposed to the
error on the mean, shown by the thicker error bars, which is much smaller).
significant information, whereas high-mass haloes are well resolved
and their merger trees contain substantial information (i.e. they have
much ‘richer’ formation histories) which is lost by regridding.8 Al-
ternatively, it may simply be that the baryonic physics (e.g. cooling)
is more sensitive to the details of the merger tree in higher mass
systems. We have tested these scenarios by rerunning the higher
mass merger trees using a mass resolution of 1.2 × 1011 M (i.e. a
mass 100 times larger than in our standard cases). We find that this
8 It is not obvious how this loss of information is best quantified. Information
is stored in both the structure of the connected tree and in the labels (mass and
time) associated with each node. Simply estimating the information content
based on the number of bits required to store a tree is misleading, as the labels
associated with nodes are not entirely independent (i.e. along a given branch,
the mass changes in a smooth and predictable way between bifurcations).
One approach is to consider just the connected structure of the tree, ignoring
the mass and time information associated with each node. In that case,
methods that have been developed for analysing phylogenetic trees can be
adopted. For example, the cladistic information content (CIC) provides a
useful measure of the information content of a sparse tree which is assumed
to represent an underlying binary tree (Thorley, Wilkinson & Charleston
1998). For the trees constructed in this work prior to any regridding, a
1012 M tree has a CIC of approximately 14 bits, while a 1014 M tree has
a CIC of around 5000 bits. Regridding these trees on to 32 snapshots spaced
uniformly in the logarithm of expansion factor results in an information loss
of around 2 and 800 bits, respectively.
results in even slower convergence, suggesting that it is the bary-
onic physics that matters and not the amount of information in the
merger trees themselves. For the full models, convergence is worst
for intermediate-mass haloes, becoming more rapid in the highest
mass systems.
In all cases, convergence to within 5 per cent across all masses
requires Nstep = 128. Convergence occurs at very similar rates ir-
respective of the choice made for the distribution of snapshots in
time. Snapshots distributed uniformly in the logarithm of expansion
factor or critical overdensity for collapse result in very marginally
faster convergence in some cases, but this seems to be a small effect.
Given the (expected) similarity in the results for spacings uniform
in ln (a) and ln (δc), we will not show results for spacing uniform in
ln (δc) in subsequent figures.
At intermediate halo masses, convergence seems to occur from
opposite directions in the simple and full models. Specifically, mod-
els with low Nstep systematically under(over)predict the true mass in
the simple(full) model. The effects of supernovae-driven outflows,
present in the full model but not in the simple model, are ultimately
responsible for this difference. In the simple model, low-mass dark
matter haloes are able to efficiently accrete and cool gas into the
galaxy phase and then later merge with central galaxies. In low
Nstep trees, many of these haloes are missed (they form and are
subsumed by larger haloes between successive time-steps) and so
do not form galaxies. This reduces the mass brought into central
C© 2011 The Authors, MNRAS 419, 3590–3603
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Figure 7. As Fig. 5 but for the total mass of all galaxies.
galaxies through merging, causing their mass to be underestimated.
In the full model, the supernova-driven outflows eject most of the
mass which condenses into low-mass haloes, reducing their mass
and their subsequent contribution to the growth of central galaxies.
Fig. 6 shows the same information but now for just the stellar
masses of central galaxies at z = 0. In this figure, we show a second
set of error bars (indicated by thinner lines) which show the root
variance (divided by a factor of 5 to keep the error bars smaller than
the scale of the y-axis) in the distribution of galaxy stellar masses (as
opposed to the error on the mean which is much smaller). These rel-
atively large dispersions in masses illustrate the need for averaging
over many merger trees to obtain accurate estimates of the degree of
convergence in the mean quantities. The rate of convergence is very
similar to the case of total baryonic mass overall, and the same con-
clusions apply – Nstep = 128 is required for convergence to within
5 per cent across the entire mass range.
When we consider all galaxies (i.e. we sum the masses of all
galaxies, satellites and centrals, in a halo and then find the mean
of this quantity over many realizations) results change somewhat
as shown in Figs 7 and 8. For example, the systematic offset when
Nstep is small is in the opposite direction for high-mass haloes, now
always overpredicting the mass. We find that Nstep = 64 is sufficient
for 5 per cent convergence in total baryonic mass, while N = 128
is required for the same degree of convergence in stellar mass.
Fig. 9 shows convergence in the stellar mass of central galaxies
at z = 1 and 3, as a function of their halo mass at those redshifts.
Note that the number of snapshots always refers to the total number
from z = 20 to 0 even when results are shown for z > 0. Errors
grow rapidly with increasing redshift. Convergence is slower than
for z = 0, particularly in the case of low-mass haloes at z = 3. The
properties of galaxies at these redshifts depend only on the structure
of their progenitor tree at yet higher redshifts, such that the number
of relevant snapshots is significantly less than Nstep.
3.2.2 Numbers of galaxies
Fig. 10 shows convergence in the number of viable subhaloes per
isolated halo at different redshifts. An ‘isolated halo’ is one which
is not a substructure within a larger halo and so corresponds to the
type of halo that might be found by a friends-of-friends algorithm in
an N-body simulation. By a ‘viable subhalo’ we mean any subhalo
(including the main subhalo which hosts the central galaxy) which at
some point in the merger tree was an isolated halo and so would have
had the opportunity to potentially accrete gas from the intergalactic
medium and form a galaxy. Whether or not such a subhalo actually
would form a galaxy depends on the baryonic physics. Here we are
simply assuming that any halo which was never isolated definitely
would not form a galaxy.9 Convergence at low redshift occurs at
9 Non-viable substructures could of course be detected in N-body simula-
tions, using an appropriate substructure finding algorithm such as SUBFIND
(Springel et al. 2001). Therefore, the results in Fig. 10 are not directly rele-
vant to halo occupation distribution (HOD) models or abundance matching
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Figure 8. As Fig. 5 but for the stellar mass of all galaxies.
the same rate when time-steps spaced uniformly in a or ln (a) are
used, while at high redshift, time-steps spaced uniformly in ln (a)
give faster convergence. This simply reflects the relative density
of time-steps at low and high redshifts under these two choices
for time-step distribution. We find once again that 128 steps are
sufficient to achieve convergence in the number of viable subhaloes
to better than 5 per cent in all cases. Using 64 steps can result in
errors of up to 10–15 per cent at higher redshifts.
3.2.3 Mass functions and star formation rates
It is interesting to assess the convergence in statistics more closely
related to observable quantities. In Fig. 11, we show convergence
in the stellar mass function at z = 0 (upper panels) and the volume
density of star formation rate as a function of redshift (lower panels).
The stellar mass functions show significant and systematic offsets
as a function of Nstep. In both simple and full models, convergence
is worse for lower mass galaxies, with Nstep = 128 in the simple
model (Nstep = 64 in the full model) being required to ensure better
than 10 per cent convergence.
For the star formation rate as a function of redshift, we find signif-
icant and systematic offsets from the Nstep = ∞ case. In the simple
models that are based on subhalo finding algorithms. However, within the
context of current semi-analytic models, such subhaloes could not form a
galaxy, and so these results are relevant to HOD models that are based on
fits to results from semi-analytic models that used N-body-derived merger
trees.
model, using a finite number of time-step results in an overestimate
of the star formation rate at z = 0 with a larger overestimate at
z = 4–6. Using Nstep = 128 ensures convergence to better than 10
per cent across all redshifts. In the full model, convergence is more
rapid, with even Nstep = 32 getting close to 10 per cent or better
convergence at all redshifts considered.
3.2.4 Major merger times
Finally, we examine the convergence in the distribution of merging
times. Specifically, we consider the time since the last major merger
experienced by central galaxies as a function of their halo mass.
We compute the mean of this distribution, excluding any central
galaxies which never experienced a major merger. Fig. 12 shows
the resulting convergence in this quantity as a function of Nstep at z =
0 (left-hand panel) and z = 1 (right-hand panel) for the full model.
For low values of Nstep, offsets from the true value are clearly seen,
but in each case, Nstep = 64 is sufficient to achieve a converged
answer.
4 C O N C L U S I O N S
It has become common practice to extract histories of the hierar-
chical merging process (‘merger trees’) from cosmological N-body
simulations and to use these as inputs to semi-analytic models of
galaxy formation. Previously, there has been little consideration of
how the temporal resolution of these trees affect the properties of
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Figure 9. As Fig. 5 but for the stellar mass of central galaxies at z > 0. All results use snapshots uniformly spaced in ln (a). Rows indicate results for z = 1
and 3 (from top to bottom).
the resulting galaxies. In this work, we performed a convergence
study using the GALACTICUS toolkit.
We find that 128 snapshots spaced uniformly in the logarithm
of expansion factor (or, almost equivalently, in the logarithm of
the critical overdensity for collapse) provide good (∼10 per cent)
convergence in galaxy stellar and total masses, the number of vi-
able subhaloes (i.e. those which have progenitors in the merger tree
that are isolated, non-substructure haloes), distributions of merger
times, in stellar mass functions at z = 0 and in the volume density
of star formation rate as a function of redshift. Smaller numbers of
snapshots lead to rapidly diverging results and should be avoided –
for example, 64 snapshots can lead to non-convergence at the 15–20
per cent level in some statistics, particularly at high redshifts. We
also considered snapshots spaced uniformly in expansion factor. We
find that no substantial difference in the number of time-steps re-
quired to reach a given degree of convergence using this distribution
of snapshots. This convergence is obtained for mean quantities av-
eraged over large samples of galaxies – the full model in particular
shows significant variance for individual galaxies even when using
very large numbers of snapshots.
Our results should provide guidance as to how many snapshots
should ideally be stored from future N-body simulations to ensure
that the resulting temporally sparse merger trees do not overly limit
the accuracy of subsequent galaxy formation calculations. Our re-
sults are for a specific set of cosmological parameters and tree mass
resolution, in addition to being for a specific implementation of
baryonic physics. The rate of convergence plausibly depends on all
of these factors, and will likely differ for galaxy properties other
than those considered here. Since GALACTICUS is freely available as
an open source project,10 it is relatively easy for anyone to repeat the
analysis performed here for a specific set of simulation parameters
and galaxy properties. Our results were obtained with v0.9.0.r491
of GALACTICUS, and we have made the input parameters available
online.11
Increasing mass resolution in simulations implies that merger
trees contain more information. However, for this information to
be folded into semi-analytic model predictions, trees must be built
with finer time-stepping. Thus, increasing mass resolution would
imply increasing both the size of each snapshot and the number
of such snapshots, thereby causing a ‘data tsunami’. It would then
be recommendable for large high-resolution simulations to be post-
processed on the fly, writing at finely spaced times only (sub)halo
catalogues instead of the entire snapshot.
Recent interest in exploring and constraining the parameter space
of semi-analytic galaxy formation models (Henriques et al. 2009;
Bower et al. 2010; Lu et al. 2011) makes it crucial to understand
10 GALACTICUS can be downloaded from http://sites.google.com/site/
galacticusmodel.
11 The input parameter files and scripts to construct plots of the re-
sults can be downloaded from http://www.ctcp.caltech.edu/galacticus/
parameters/dmTreeConvergence.tar.bz2.
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Figure 10. As Fig. 5 but for the number of viable subhaloes per isolated halo. The left-hand column uses snapshots uniformly spaced in a, while the right-hand
column has snapshots uniformly spaced in ln (a). Rows indicate results for z = 0, 1 and 3 (from top to bottom).
and control numerical inaccuracies in such codes. Otherwise, quan-
titative constraints on model parameters will be subject to unknown
systematic biases. While many uncertainties remain in our under-
standing of the physics of galaxy formation, it is important to ensure
that numerical results are converged. Considerations such as those
described here should become a standard part of any galaxy forma-
tion study.
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